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A manmade fishing weir set up in an area where
salt and sweet water mix – inhabited by fish that
can live in both types of water.
For us Dalyan represents the constant flow, mix
and cross fertilization of resources, funds, cultures,
ideas, skills and opportunities with the aim to
help reduce disparities in this world.
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Reflections
on

2015

As we have started 2016 with energy and enthusiasm, we look back at 2015 as a year where we again gained
important insights in mostly very encouraging but also sometimes difficult circumstances.
From the outset, Dalyan has defined a clear thematic and geographic focus to engage in the empowerment and education of women and children mainly in India and Turkey. This focus often means that we are
not able to engage in some really interesting projects, as they do not fit into our areas of activity. As a small
foundation we can, however, markedly increase our impact through this focus, as it allows us to gain extensive
know-how in an area and build networks accordingly and add value in the cooperation with our partners.
More specifically, the past year saw the areas of mentoring and microlending become an important focal
point for us. We currently have projects in India, in Turkey and in Switzerland running successfully in the area of
youth mentoring. In the area of micro lending – which we believe has great impact in empowering women from
disadvantaged backgrounds – we are working with two organisations in India and one in Turkey.
We also faced the urgent need for organisational support and capacity building from some of our NGO
partners last year. We have repeatedly seen NGOs conflicted about ensuring quality and sustainability of their
work, while scaling their activities to increase outreach and trying to attract more donor funding. They are
frequently unable to adapt their organisations to their growing needs, as they often fail to receive sufficient
funding to cover their central, non-project-related costs and strengthen their management bandwidth. As a
result, we have changed our attitude towards central costs and we are trying to help our NGO partners to
mobilise time and resources required for reviewing their set-up and building sustainable and strong structures. We will endeavour to carry on with this new perspective and also highlight this matter to the donor
community on a regular basis.
The third issue that preoccupied us was looking at Dalyan’s activities through a “gender lens”. From a recent
study conducted by Dasra, one of our Indian partner organisations, we have learnt that putting on a gender lens
sharpens our senses for the specific situation and needs of women, men, boys and girls and therefore
helps donors make their interventions more effective. Per definition we have a gender lens through our
mission but we still need to question its implication in our activities. In order to further shed light on
this topic, we have included it in the Spotlight part of our annual report.
We are once again looking forward to putting all our energy and effort in 2016 into supporting our NGO
Partners achieving their mission.

Yonca Even Guggenbühl

Susanne Grossmann

President of Dalyan Foundation

Managing Director of Dalyan Foundation
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Portrait
Our objective
The image of mixing and fusing
waters

evoked

by

the

name

“Dalyan” reflects the foundation’s
vision of sharing the benefits of
globalisation with those left out.
Dalyan’s interventions aim to
increase economic chances and
life choices of those less fortunate. We believe the empowerment of women and children to be a key factor in creating a lasting impact
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on society. Thus, we focus on charitable projects in
education and livelihood development to the benefit
of women, adolescents and children. We pursue no

Our criteria for partnership

commercial purpose.

We choose partners and projects according to vision
and approach, capacity for sound management

History

practices, cost ef ficiency, transparency and ex-

Established in 2008, Dalyan is oriented mainly

perience. Partners must be strictly neutral regar-

towards India and Turkey where the founders have a

ding politics, religion and race.

long-standing personal and professional commit
ment. We supported the first project in India in 2008
and took up activities in Turkey two years later.

How we work together

By the end of 2015, Dalyan has supported 31 NGO

Clear milestones are drawn up, monitored and

Partners and their projects.

discussed with the partner organisation and all
supported programs must send semi-annual reports.
Although we mainly support projects through
grants, we do not see ourselves purely as a funding
agency. We strive to enhance the value of our
contributions through our experience, expertise and
international network. An important goal is to
improve the economics and governance of the
supported organisations. We therefore primarily
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enter into long-term partnerships lasting three to
five years.

Our organization
For the selection and guidance of projects, we can
access the professional and private networks of our

helping with the selection of projects, providing gui-

founders, Yonca Even Guggenbühl and Alastair

dance and enriching Dalyan through their networks

Guggenbühl-Even, both long-time experienced

and professional expertise on the ground. Currently,

entrepreneurs. Our Managing Director, Susanne

17 individuals allocate their time and knowledge to

Grossmann, worked in the field of economic co-

the Dalyan Foundation, the majority of them on a

operation for several years. Bernard Imhasly in India

voluntary basis.

and Yeşim Yağcı Silahtar in Turkey are focal points
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Our Board
• Yonca Even Guggen bü hl
Preside nt
• A lastair Guggen bü hl-Even
Vice-Pr esident
• Murat Even
Member
• Susann e Grossm ann
Manag ing Directo r
On July 3, 2012, a ll member s were re-elect ed for another four-ye ar term.
Team membe rs
• A ko Na kano
• A lastair Guggen bü hl-Even
• Bernar d Im hasly
• Célia Inacio
• Corinne Steiner
• Daniela Graf
• Deepa Kuruv illa
• Joëlle Grütter
• Michae l Eric Widmer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mirjam Wenger
Murat Even
Pasca l Frei
Ra hel Christe n
Richie Münch- Jinda l
Susann e Grossm ann

Yeşim Yağcı Silahtar
Yonca Even Guggen bü hl

We are support ed by the follow ing honorar y in-kind sponsor organiz ations:
• Consult ive Rev isions AG
• Kommu nikatio nsfabri k Zürich AG
• Monter osa Ser v ices AG
Many than ks to the little artists - a ll of them childre n from the Monter
osa
team - who contrib uted to ma ke this report attract ive and pleasan t to read:
Elâ (7), Ida (7), Luc (8), Noa h (10) and Venja (5).
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Gender lens -

				

more than just a focus on girls

Why a gender lens?
A few month s back the Dalya n team discussed
a new partnership for improving employability amongst students of govern ment colleges.
Whilst the traini ng curriculum is well adapted
and our partner NGO professional, the jobplacement rate of students has been dropping
since the start of the progra m. As we were
trying to identi fy the reason s for this decline
we found that the traini ng progra m had increasi ngly attracted female college students
who were not really geared towards findin g a
job. In fact, many of these young women had
been placed in college by their families to
bridge the time until marri age and to improve
their “market value” with a degree, which
seems increa singly impor tant.
Different realities for men and women
Insights like these made us realise the importance of utilisi ng “gender lenses” when makin g
grants. Throu gh one lens you see the life
reality of girls and women, throug h the other
that of boys and men. For optim al vision you
need to combi ne both perspectives. To give one
example: tradit ional role models constrain the
mobility of girls and women and hinder their
equal participation in education or in the
labour market. Other factors that disproportional ly discri minate women are: limited access to capita l, to health services or decision
processes. Apply ing a gender lens results in
formin g progra ms that address these situations in an effective manner and reduce
inequa lities.

From gender neutral to gender
transformative
There are different ways a donor can integrate
gender perspectives into its work. A recent
paper by the Indian NGO Dasra* on the topic
differentiates between gender neutra l, gender
accom modat ing and gender transformat ive
approa ches. In the case of our college students,
the starti ng point was a gender neutra l
approa ch, as the traini ng progra m was the
same for boys and girls. Intuit ively, we would
consider this as “gender-equa l” but the outcome was actual ly “gender-unequal” as our
example shows.
In a gender accom modat ing approa ch the
curriculum for the collea gue students would
acknowledge the limited life choices of young
women and adapt the traini ng for them accordingly. For example, the curriculum could
focus on matters such as family health and
hygiene, self-confidence and communicat ion
skills. This would not change the journey of
these women immed iately but it would equip
them for a stronger position in their family and
society. The transformat ive gender lens
approa ch is the most radica l of all, as it seeks
to change norms and attitudes relative to
gender. In our example it could mean that the
NGO starts worki ng with all students and their
families with a view to challenge tradit ional
ideas on the life choices of women and encouraging them to enter the labour market.

* In Sight – Why Grantmaking in India Needs a Gender Lens,
published by Dasra, Mumbai 2015
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Our projects in India and Turkey
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Activity

Report 2015

Disbursements, average amount pledged and beneficiaries
Dalyan aims to have annual disbursements between 200'000-300’000 CHF spanning 10-15 projects. Some annual
fluctuations may happen, due to delayed starts of cooperations or cumulation of ending projects (such as in 2015).
We do not enter higher engagements than 50’000 CHF per project and year. We seek to have cooperations that last
3-4 years, although we often like to start with a pilot year to mutually get to know each other and then expand our
cooperation to the targeted term, which we feel is necessary to attain a sustainable impact.

An nu al dis bu rse me nt s
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Averag e years comm itted per projec t

* For ease of comparability, all pledged amounts in this report are converted to Swiss Francs
( CHF ) using the exchange rate of the date on which the agreement with the NGO was signed.
To avoid NGOs carrying a currency risk, all projects receive pledges in their local currencies.

B en ef ic ia ri es by co un
tr y, ta rg et gr ou p an d
to p ic
in % of am ou nt di sb ur
se d in 20
15. 10 0 % = 14 6'00 0
CH F

51 % Ind ia

13 % oth er

12 % bot h

7 % bot h
20 % live liho od
gen era tion /
mic role ndi ng

18 % chil dre n

36 % Tur key
70 % wo me n

73 % edu cat ion
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Sampark, Members of Eshawara cooperative
providing education suppor t to girls

CYDD Mentoring, Conference of students

Sampark,
Gavisiddes awara
coop erative staff
reviewing their
bank accounts
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ChagALL+

Switzerland (2013 – 2017)

Helping children with migration backgrounds access higher education
The challenge faced by ChagALL (Chancengerechtig-

can also exchange experiences. Personal coaching is

keit durch Arbeit an der Lernlaufbahn) is that the majo-

provided to guide them through the difficult and

rity of children with a migration background do not

strenuous probation period. The ChagALL

have a fair chance to pass the entrance exam
to gymnasium, the gateway to university
education in Switzerland. Even candidates
with academic potential and motivation
for higher education struggle. Limited
language skills, lack of ability to support
within the family and inability to afford
private tutoring in many migrant families, are
the main reasons for this.
The approach of ChagALL is to identify

Stud ents durin g prep arati on class

secondary school students with a migration background

program is expected to be implemented throughout

in the Canton of Zurich who get nominated by their

German-speaking Switzerland in the medium term.

teachers based on their motivation, great mathematical ability and academic intelligence. These stu-

Progress to date

dents go through a vigilant selection process to be

The aim of ChagALL+ is to have a minimum of 75

accepted to the ChagALL program. ChagALL then

percent of its students successfully passing the

supports them during the exam preparation and

probation period, which corresponds with the average

probation period of the gymnasium or the Berufsmatura.

pass rate in the canton of Zurich. Our second group of

Students receive regular tutoring, personal counselling

students finished their probation period with

and social support. Since its inception in 2008, initiated

ChagALL6+ in February 2015, with 10 out of 11 passing.

by 5 teachers at the Gymnasium Unterstrass, an average

This corresponds to an impressive success rate of 91%

of 65 percent of the participating students have passed

(ChagALL5+ was also 92%). The current group of 14

the exam. None of them would otherwise have had a

ChagALL7+ students will finish their probation period

realistic chance to go to gymnasium. With Dalyan’s

in February 2016. Due to the great success of the

support over four years, the new ChagALL+ program

program, there will be two parallel classes with 23

was introduced. The ChagALL+ program accompanies

ChagALL8 students in the 2015/16 school year. The

the original ChagALL program which is fully funded by

ongoing impact study conducted by the University of

the canton of Zurich for four years. It is designed as a

Zurich shows that with the experience gained, ChagALL

follow-up and supports the ChagALL students who

was able to substantially and continuously improve its

have been accepted to gymnasium or a similar

success over its seven years of existence. ChagALL is

educational program, throughout their six-month

now also testing involving its alumni and other students

probation period. This support includes mandatory

with migration backgrounds in mentoring their scho-

half-day tutorial courses every Saturday, where students

lars, based on input from Dalyan.
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Chintan

India

(2013 – 2014 prolonged to 2015)

"No Child in Trash" – Education for waste picker children in Delhi
The challenge addressed by Chintan in the “No

ensure they do not drop out again. “No Child in

Child in Trash” project consists in the precarious

Trash” is complemented by other activities to

living conditions of waste picker communities in

improve the situation and social acceptance of

and around Delhi and specifically the lack of access

waste picker children. Dalyan’s contribution was

to education for the children

given to Chintan over a period of one year to
support the expansion of “No Child in Trash” in
Tughlaqabad, a particularly vulnerable neigh
bourhood in Delhi, to set up a proper impact
measurement system and to develop a new
curriculum for more effective learning in Chintan's
bridge and tutorial classes.
Progress to date
The pilot project was successfully completed in
February 2015 in line with set targets. In
Tughlaqabad 80 children were mainstreamed in

School class of "No child in trash"

formal schools and regularly attended Chintan’s

in these communities. Many support their families

support study classes. The new curriculum for

by working on the landfills or looking after their

after-school tutoring was developed according to

siblings while their parents work. These waste

plan for math, science, social science and life skills.

picker children are often first generation learners,

A total of 40 modules were tested in Tughlaqabad.

with little or no support at home and find it

A comparison of school performance of children in

difficult to deal with the demands of school

Tughlaqabad (working with the new curriculum)

education and life-challenges. They are heavily

and children in other areas of Chintan’s activity

discriminated and marginalised in Indian society

(working with the old curriculum) showed positive

due to the nature of their work, making it difficult

effects of the new curriculum on the learning

for them to access education, although having the

levels and attendance of children. Chintan

legal right to do so.

therefore decided to roll out the new curriculum
to all its learning centres. It was agreed that

The approach implemented by Chintan, founded

Dalyan's future cooperation and funding would be

in 1999, through the “No Child in Trash” project

most effective for Chintan in the form of strategy

consists in developing basic literacy and numeracy

and

skills amongst out-of-school children, subsequently

strengthen

mainstreaming them into government schools.

financial status of the NGO as foundation for

Chintan helps with the enrolment process and

sustainable growth.

organisational
the

support.

management

provides bridge classes for out-of-school children
and tutorial classes for mainstreamed children to
12
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From Timid to Talented:

The

Story

of Taposi Ba ruee, Chintan

Taposi is a 13-yea r-old girl. She grew up in a
small village in Benga l, where she and her
two brothers attended school. In 2002, a
financial crisis pushed her family into debt,
so they moved to Delhi and started worki ng
as wastepicker s in order to return the money
they had borrow ed. Her family now lives
in a jhugg i, a typica l slum dwelli ng in
Tughl aqaba d, and makes a living by collecting trash, sortin g it and selling recycl ables
to small-time trader s. All members of the
family participate in the sortin g, includ ing
the childr en.

Tap osi
B arue e
academically. Soon she started avoidi ng
classes and was often seen wandering
aimlessly around the colony.
One day in 2013, a Chint an teach er approached her parents while doing a field
surve y. The paren ts were thrille d to learn
that Chinta n provided free study support
classes and agreed to send Taposi to attend
these classes.
Soon the family observed a distinct change
in Taposi’s behav ior. She changed from being
timid and hesita nt to becom ing a strong ,
confident and active girl. She is now more
focuse d, attent ive and respo nsible at schoo l
and feels at ease intera cting with the other
childr en thank s to her improved knowledge
of Hindi.

nde d
) su r ro u
t
f
le
m
o
rd f r
Tap osi (3

ds
by f r ie n

It was some time before Taposi’s parents
could set aside enoug h to send the childr en
to school in Tughl aqaba d. When they finally
mana ged it, schoo l was not easy for Tapos i.
The bigges t obstac le was the langu age
barrier. While all the other childr en read,
wrote and conve rsed in Hindi , Tapos i could
only communicat e in Benga li. Her parents
could not afford extra tuition and without any
support, Taposi gradu ally lost confidence
and interest in school and started to flounder

Chinta n’s classes boosted her confidence so
much so that this once shy girl now confidently perfor ms in street plays before large
audiences in her own community, on sensit ive
issues such as child marri age, self-defense
and hygiene. She has also acted in two movies, ‘Queen s of Delhi’ and ‘Adla-Badli‘’
(trans lated ‘excha nge’).
Taposi’s parents are overwhelmed by their
daughter’s transformat ion. They now dare to
dream of Taposi completing her studies, joining a theatr e group and leadin g a life of
recogn ition and dignit y.
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CYDD
Scholarship

Turkey (2010 – 2013

prolonged to

2016)

Program

Achieving equality in access to education
The challenge faced by CYDD is the preservation

Progress to date

and further development of a modern, democratic

Dalyan supported 30 girls at primary school level

and secular society in Turkey with equal rights and

over four years, from 2010 to 2013. Thanks to a

opportunities, specifically for women and girls.

donor family based in Switzerland, the program was

Girls, particularly in rural areas, often have less

prolonged for three years. The scholarships are

access to schooling. There is also a shortage of

provided to 11 primary school girls in sixth grade

schools, classrooms and dormitories in these areas.

enabling them to finish their primary school
education, which takes eight years in Turkey. These

The approach of CYDD focuses on achieving equality

girls are all from disadvantaged backgrounds and

in the access to education, with a particular emphasis

come from different areas in Turkey. In 2014/15 one

on girls and young people from disadvantaged

of these 11 girls dropped out of school, all the

backgrounds. CYDD is a volunteer based organisation

others continue with success. One additional girl

with an excellent reputation,
which was founded in 1989.
CYDD's conviction is that a
contemporary society can only
be attained through high quality
education that is accessible to all
individuals regardless of gender
and economic or social background. CYDD has mainly worked
with scholarship programs to
date.

More

than

120’000

scholarships have been provided
to children and youngsters, mostly
girls. CYDD is also doing grassroots
work to convince parents to send

the library
Scholar showing one of her books from

their children to school. It cooperates with various

joined the program. During the initial cooperation

organisations from the private and public sector to

phase with CYDD, the idea of a mentorship program

build schools, classrooms, dormitories and libraries.

as an addition to its existing projects evolved and is

Moreover, CYDD educates the public on the above

described hereinafter.

mentioned issues and brings people together to
develop solutions. CYDD’s activities are spread
throughout Turkey. Currently, it has 102 branches,
14’000 members and is running approximately 40
interlinked projects. Dalyan supports CYDD through
primary school scholarships for girls.
14
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CYDD
Mentoring Program

Turkey (2012 – 2015)

Mentoring for university students from disadvantaged backgrounds
The challenge faced by CYDD is that most of its

Progress to date

scholars studying at the university, whilst successfully

The program started in 2012 with a successful test

finalizing their university education, are quite

phase with 20 mentors and mentees in six branches in

overwhelmed when entering working life. They

Istanbul. Over the past four years, the team has

usually come from underprivileged backgrounds,

consistently improved and expanded the program. In

often from rural areas. They lack a supporting

2014/15 it was implemented in 20 branches in Istanbul

network and role models to help them plan their

plus four other cities with 122 mentor/mentee pairs.

career and find a suitable job, especially if they

The rollout across Turkey is further being pursued

remain in the urban environment where they have

with growing numbers every year. The satisfaction

been studying. Although well equipped with technical

level of mentors as well as mentees is high and 50

skills and know-how, most of them are not socially
supported and integrated.
The approach is to establish a systematic one-toone mentoring program for university students from
disadvantaged backgrounds (80 percent female) and
to mobilise CYDD’s alumni and volunteers to act as
mentors to coach these students. The mentors are
assigned to mentees with a sophisticated matching
method and both receive specialised training. The

Proud mente es showing
their certific ates

mentors accompany their mentees one-to-one

percent of the mentors want to continue with new

through their critical last year at university. They

mentees for a second one year term (although they

support them in areas such as career planning, job

were originally only foreseen for one term). An online

search, personal presentation in interviews and

platform has also been developed to ease access to

dealing with professional and personal issues. Dalyan’s

the program resources and know-how. The team,

contribution to CYDD over a period of four years helps

now strengthened by volunteers at board level, has

to establish CYDD Mentoring as a new program

created a funding strategy to develop the program

complementing their already well-established

towards financial sustainability after Dalyan’s exit.

scholarship program. Besides the positive impact on

Initial success has been attained with some

students, the program strengthens CYDD’s relationship

corporates supporting the program financially,

to its alumni and allows CYDD to become more

with mentors and premises. The program still is

experienced in project management and working

far from being self-sustaining.

with professionals.
www.cydd.org.tr
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Gateway

to India II

Switzerland (2014 – 2017)

Supporting Swiss students interning at Indian NGOs
The challenge addressed by the student organisation

Progress to date

of the University of St. Gallen is twofold: the need for

Dalyan has sent four interns to work at different

temporary manpower support in Indian NGOs for

partner NGOs so far. One intern visited the farm

specific projects and the problems faced by Swiss

Somangalam of the NGO Rehoboth and reported on

students when organising internships in an emerging

the status of the project. Another intern prepared a

market without prior knowledge of the country, its

strengths and weaknesses analysis after visiting the

culture or the field of development work.

NGO partner Madurai Seed. The third intern was sent
to our partner NGO Prajayatna, where she worked on

The approach used by Gateway to India consists in

a comparative study of different educational systems

organising internships at Indian NGOs for carefully

throughout the world. In summer 2015 the fourth

selected students. The student initiative started in

intern spent two months working with Madurai Seed,

1998 and since then partnerships with Indian NGOs

contributing to the project by helping out with

have been built and assessed continuously. This has

various administrative tasks, giving English classes to

allowed the organisation to arrange a valuable cultural

both volunteers and students and providing valuable

exchange between qualified Swiss students and

feedback to the organisation in form of an internship

established NGOs in India. Furthermore, Gateway to

report. The interns' stays have proven to be extremely

India has been able to support the Indian NGOs in

valuable, both for Dalyan and the hosting organi

their effort to make a long-lasting impact in their

sations, providing important insights into the everyday

chosen field of activity. Dalyan supported Gateway to

challenges of our partner organisations and bringing

India from 2010-2013 with three internships and has

in new ideas and useful recommendations.

renewed its commitment in 2014 by contributing to
the costs for lodging and accommodation of five

www.gatewaytoindia.ch

students during their internship in the NGOs supported by Dalyan.

English student s
Mirjam Bächli surrounded by her
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The Interv iew

with Mirjam Bächli, Madurai Seed

Internship Summer 2015

Mirja m Bäch li, a Mast er’s Degr ee in Econ omic s
stude nt at the Unive rsity of St. Galle n, was one
of the stude nts who bene fited from Gatew ay to
India ’s inter nship progr ams. She spen t two
mont hs this summ er work ing with our form er
NGO partn er Madu rai Seed in Tami l Nadu
prov ince, South India . We were curio us to hear
her stori es regar ding the work in Karu mbal ai,
a rathe r poor distr ict of Madu rai City, and to
learn abou t her expe rienc es in South ern India
.

Mirjam Bächli during an
English class
some memorable moments. One day it rained so
hard, that the drum ming on the corru gated
roof made it impo ssible to unde rstan d each
other. That day we moved closer toget her
and playe d game s. The class es were a very
enr ichin g experience for me.

You currently are an economics student at
University of St. Gallen. What made you decide
to enga ge in socia l work durin g your vacat ion,
when you could have enjoyed a well- earned
semester break?
I knew this was going to be my last long vaTell us about a challenge you faced in these
catio n for a while , so I want ed to use this time
two mont hs.
to expe rienc e a new cultu re while doing some Livin g in Karu mbal ai, I defin itely had less
thing mean ingfu l. This is why I conta cted
freedom than I am used to. One aspect of this
Gatew ay to India .
was that people were not alway s happy abou t
the fact that I – a youn g, unm arrie d woma n –
What was your first impression of Karu mbalai?
speak my mind when I think it matt ers. I supI remember being struck by the streets filled
pose this could have become a real challenge,
with colou rs, smell s, child ren playi ng and elder
- had I stayed longer than just two mont hs.
ly people watch ing. I felt very much at ease right
from the start . Peop le were very welco ming
What was most unex pected for you throu ghout
towa rds me – after a few days of livin g in
this experience?
Karu mbal ai, everyone greet ed me in the
What surpr ised and also touched me the most
streets. I was well awar e thoug h, that life is not
was perhaps the amaz ing zest for life of the
alwa ys as joyfu l for people livin g in the area.
people living in Karu mbalai. This was very
Poverty and unemployment are wide sprea d
conta gious , espec ially when I saw how enand viole nt incid ents, also due to caste discr ithusi astic and curious the child ren were about
mina tion, are unfor tuna tely not rare even ts
learn ing new thing s. I was impr essed by their
in and arou nd Karu mbal ai.
cheerful nature, especially considering that
many of them live in very diffic ult family
One of your main tasks was teach ing Engli sh to
circu msta nces.
child ren. How was this experience?
The child ren had a relat ively low level of
Final ly, what would you advise a student who
Engli sh and I do not speak any Tami l, so in the
want s to go to India as an inter n?
begin ning, the teach ing was a bit of a challenge.
Duri ng these two mont hs, every single day
After a short while, howe ver, it became obvious
was differ ent, so I think it is extremely importhat the child ren were enjoy ing the classes and
tant to be flexible, respectful and open towa rds
that they were keen to learn more. We also had
other cultu res and work ing methods.
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GRAVIS

India (2015 – 2017)

Developing leadership skills and economic earning potential
of women and girls in the Thar desert through microlending
The challenge addressed by GRAVIS is the harsh

girls through the facilitation of self-help groups and

conditions of communities living in the Thar Desert, a

skills training, followed by microlending. Girls also

very arid region in Rajasthan. Most of the region’s

receive bicycles to enable them to cover the long

annual rainfall is experienced

distances to school and stipends for school related

during only two months of the

expenses.

year and many villages lack
a secure source of clean
drinking water and water
for irrigation. This has
serious consequences for
health, food security and
income levels. Despite im-

Water is life provement over the last 30
years, the harsh environment still poses many
challenges to women and girls which by tradition
have a low position and are discriminated in local
society – even by Indian standards.
The approach of GRAVIS is based on the Gandhian notion of village self-rule, i. e. empowerGirl enjoying school

ing communities to identify and solve problems
through know-how transfer and self-organisation.

Progress to date

Consequently, GRAVIS interventions are need-based

In the course of 2015, 24 women self-help groups

and community driven. At the same time GRAVIS also

were formed. These groups meet monthly under

pushes for change, tries to break up traditional

the leadership of the responsible field supervisor.

thinking and end discrimination based on religion, cast

More than 250 women in the 24 self-help groups

and gender. This forces the organisation to strike a fine

received leadership training, and ten vocational

balance between supporting and provoking, which is

training sessions were held. Linkage meetings and

not always easy to implement and needs persistence

exposure visits were conducted and offered an

from the NGO and patience from its donors. After

opportunity for women and girls to learn and to get

initially focusing on water management and food

inspiration from outside. School stipends for 120 girls

security, GRAVIS has in the past 15 years expanded

have been granted and those girls regularly attend

its interventions to the benefit of women and girls,

school where they receive quality education. 40 of

since their discrimination is a major inhibitor of

these 120 girls have received a bicycle scholarship

development in the region. The program financed by

based on the selection criteria reached.

Dalyan, focuses on the development of leadership
skills and economic earning potential of women and
18
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Kalakshetra

India (2011 – 2017)

Dance scholarships for talented, underprivileged girls
The challenge addressed by Kalakshetra consists in

Progress to date

the dilemma of many talented adolescent girls from

In 2015, all five teenage girls who were granted the

underprivileged backgrounds who are prevented

scholarship passed their exams in summer and gra-

from following their passion of becoming professional

duated from the diploma courses in dance. All of the

dancers due to their parents not being able to afford

girls participated regularly in Kalakshetra Reper-

the fees.

tory Company's performances across India and Singapore. Three of the five teenage girls qualified for a

The approach applied by Kalakshetra, founded in

post diploma course. To maintain the scholarship

1936, is to provide scholarships for a holistic edu-

program Dalyan decided to support two additional

cation in different art forms taught in an inspiring

girls in their third year until their diploma in dance.

natural environment. The buildings at Kalakshetra
are open and allow the students to learn indoors and

www.kalakshetra.in

outdoors. Students are trained in Bharatanatyam,
Carnatic vocal and instrumental music, visual arts,
traditional crafts and textile design, aesthetics,
history and philosophy. Kalakshetra’s art performances are widely recognised for their in-depth
research, technique and aesthetics. The foundation’s
work is guided by two important principles:
“Education without fear” and “Art without
vulgarity”. Dalyan supports five girls from an
underprivileged background with a six-year scholar
ship for a master diploma course in dance at
Kalakshetra. The scholarships are given in the name
and memory of Saskia Bianchi, a young enthusiastic
dancer and dear colleague who passed away in
December 2009.

Saskia Bianchi,
in whose memory the
scholarships are given
Krishna performing "Goddess Lakshmi"
(Goddess of Wealth)
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Maya

| KEDV

Turkey (2015 – 2016)

Empowering women in Turkey through microfinance
The challenge faced by Maya is that low income

group meetings. Women get a pre-credit training on

women in Turkey have mostly no access to financial

financial literacy and entrepreneurship and are men-

services and only 30 percent of women participate in

tored by the loan officers of Maya. Maya would now

the workforce. The economic crisis and high

like to rapidly scale its operations over the next five

unemployment rate forces women into self-

years to become financially sustainable and reach

employment. 50 percent of women’s entrepreneurial

out to an increasing number of women. Dalyan is

activities are home-based which increases the need

supporting Maya over a period of 12 months with a

for microloans. As a result, it is estimated that there

grant contribution to their operational costs, for an

are two million potential female microfinance clients

impact measurement program as well as a loan for

in Turkey, with only two small microfinance providers

lending microcredit. In addition, Dalyan provides

(both NGOs) active in the country.

know-how support. During this phase Maya will
finalise its business plan for scaling and search for

The approach of Maya

further supporters for this challenging growth phase.

is to expand their micro

Employee preparing mantı

finance activities to reach

Progress to date

more women and support

Maya has finalised its business plan and has started

them in their economic

talking to a large number of potential supporters for

independence,

financial

grants, loans and technical assistance. In addition,

literacy and empowerment.

Maya has set up an impact measurement program

Maya was established in

together with the Işık University of Istanbul, where

2002 by KEDV, a non-

they will track the development of their clients on a

governmental organisation

yearly basis. First success has been achieved in finding

with the mission to empower grassroots women

supporters with Ashmore Foundation and Kiva.

initiatives, and is based in Istanbul. Maya has
branches in Kocaeli and Eskisehir and provided so far
over 11’900 loans worth USD 4 million. Over the
years Maya realised that its existing business model
didn’t sufficiently serve their aim of being close to
their clients and educating them in a broad range of
areas. In 2013/14 together with the support of
Grameen Jameel – a leading pioneer in the area of
microfinance – they started redesigning and testing
their business model and procedures. With the new
microfinance methodology, Maya has disbursed over
400 loans. The new methodology foresees group
lending to groups of 3-5 women that act as guarantor
for each other and make their repayments in weekly
20
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The
		

Story of

Emine Çakım and her Journey
with Maya, Kocaeli

Motto: “Our only comp etitor is your moth er”
When Emine’s husba nd retired with a small
pension, she and her friend – also the wife
of a retired officer – started worry ing about
their families’ financial situat ion. Emine
had been a house wife her whole life and the
only thing she thoug ht she was able to do
was cooki ng and house chore s. As she and
her friend were riding on the public bus and
discussing what to do, they figured they
should focus on what they knew how to do
best ... cookin g!
They decided to go into “mant ı” production,
which is a very popul ar kind of raviol i that
is quite tediou s to make. They went to the
only shop where they personally knew the
owner and asked if they could buy one kilogram of minced meat and one kilogram of
flour on credit. They immediately proceeded
to prepa re the mantı and sold them to the
surroundin g shop owner s and tradesman.
They then bought double the quant ity of
meat and flour with the money they made.
After a few round s of successful sales, they
decided to rent a shop, which they did so
without askin g their husba nds and without
know ing if they could pay the rent. They
were event ually forced to ask their husbands for support but were faced with resistance and were asked to deal with “the
mess” themselves. Emine soon also had a
fallin g-out with her friend and had to decide
what to do.

New dr ying mac
hinery for mak in
g mantı
less perishable

Emine Ça
k

ım in fron
t of her a

dver tisem

ent

At that point she heard from women she
knew about Maya and asked the instit ution
for a microloan. With this first loan of about
300 USD she was able to pay her first rent
and purch ase more ingredients to continue
production.
To date, she has had many cycles of loans
with Maya and today has a flouri shing
mantı production business with moder n
mach inery. She employs her son and her
daughter plus 4-7 ladies in simila r situat ion
(e.g. one the wife of a prisoner, the other
two, wives of retired men). In the meantime
she has also been able to get bank loans.
She has bought mach inery to make the
production semi-i ndust rial and has opened
a small coffee shop connected to her production facilit y, where she serves mantı for
lunch. She now gives her husba nd a weekly
allowa nce and pays a salary to her children. She is very proud and gives presentation s and courses to women with an
interest in Maya and entrepreneu rship.

Emine with
an employe e
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Mentor

Together

India (2014 – 2015 prolonged to 2016)

Mentoring for high school and university students from disadvantaged backgrounds
The

challenge

addressed

by

Mentor Together is the high
number of drop out students from
disadvantaged

backgrounds

at

high school and college level. Those
who

make

it

through

college

struggle with the transition into
professional life. Children and
adolescents from difficult social and
family situations often lack the
mentoring and guidance that enables them to understand their po-

Me nto r wi th me nte e

tential to identify opportunities and
make sound career choices. Young

curriculum for the mentor and mentee training. Finally,

women are especially confronted with social pressure

Dalyan would finance the development of a state-of-

and family expectation to quit school as early as 10th

the-art evaluation system to enhance the impact

grade and marry at young age.

measurement for the mentoring programs. It is important to note that Dalyan's commitment is subject

The approach of Mentor Together is to guide

to Mentor Together obtaining the required prior per-

disadvantaged adolescents through higher education

mission from the Indian Ministry of Home Affairs as

and improve their employability. One-to-one

provided in the Foreign Contribution Regulation

mentoring relationships, conducted by committed

Act (2010) to receive foreign funding.

volunteer mentors help achieve this. Mentors are
recruited from different professions in law, journalism,

Progress to date

psychology, and from varying socio-economic

Despite continued efforts Mentor Together was not

backgrounds. They coach their mentees in English

able to obtain prior permission to receive foreign

language, computer literacy, learning methods,

funding during 2015. The organisation was still able

work discipline, and career and academic planning.

to implement school-based mentoring for 50 at-risk

Most importantly, the mentees receive emotional

female students with its own funds. With the help of

support and learn life skills, such as self-confidence,

domestic funding sources introduced by Dalyan, it

self-management and problem solving skills. Dalyan’s

was also able to successfully develop the curriculum

financial contribution to Mentor Together would

and implement a professional evaluation system. We

support the program in three areas for a year: It would

hope to be able to support Mentor Together’s growth

finance a school-based mentoring project in Bangalore

with a potential new project as soon as the FCRA

for 90 at-risk students, mostly girls between the

approval is granted.

ages of 13 and 18. It would also support the development and consolidation of a research based
22
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Pra jayatna

India (2012 – 2015)

Better public education thanks to community involvement
The challenge addressed by Prajayatna lies in persisting

emphasis on enhancing the capacities of the Cluster

deficiencies of the Indian public school system and in

Resource Coordinators. Whilst the CRCs had been

the insufficient implementation of the laws and regu-

largely defunct at the start of the program, they now

lations intended to improve the situation. There is a lack

play an important role as resource, training and

of ownership and responsibility for good schools at

motivation centres for teachers. They also continue

community level and from elected political bodies.
There is also an absence of institutionalised processes
that allow communities to promote a better and more
accountable school system. As a result, Indian public
schools face high dropout rates, low learning levels
and poor infrastructure.
The approach implemented by Prajayatna, founded in
2000, aims at improving the quality of public schools by

Teacher on an excursion with her class

building institutionalised processes involving local

to support the education planning in the Panchayat Raj

communities and regional governance bodies.

Institutions and are therefore contributing to the overall

Prajayatna acts mainly as an initiator and facilitator, with

sustainability of the program. It is encouraging to

a clear exit strategy once the reactivated or new

see Prajayatna mobilising financial resources of the

structures are functional. Prajayatna’s approach also

Education Department and Gram Panchayat (village

includes teacher empowerment and introducing a better

councils) for the program. This reflects a growing

teaching

Kalikayatna

understanding of the local government of the impor-

program. Dalyan supports Prajayatna’s program over a

tance of education and the improved capabilities of

three-year period in five districts in Karnataka, covering

the local institutions to mobilise funds for the schools.

275 communities with 2080 schools and approximately

Dalyan's funding was also used to co-finance an ex-

90’000 children. The introduction of improved teaching

ternal evaluation of Kalikayatna which also covered

methodology will benefit approximately 129 teachers

25 percent of the schools of the Dalyan Program. The

and 5’700 children in 44 schools.

learning approach of Kalikayatna has enabled the

methodology

through

the

teachers to become facilitators by developing their skills
Progress to date

and abilities and thereby becoming better teachers. This

In 2015, Prajayatna successfully concluded the three-

led to a marked increase of interest and self-confidence

year program as planned. Most of the milestones for the

amongst the students, which will help them when they

decentralised governance program were reached and

go on to higher classes.

the education planning process could be institutionalised
in the Panchayat Raj Institutions* at village, taluk and
district level. Particular progress was made in strengthening the Cluster Resource Centers (CRCs), thanks to a
geographically more focused approach and with the

www.prajayatna.org
* Three-tier system of local self-governance in India with 		
elected bodies at village, taluk and district level. The 		
intent is to create greater participation in local govern- 		
ment by people and more effective implementation of
rural development programs.
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Sampark

India (2011 – 2014)

Capacity building of women’s cooperatives in Karnataka through microlending
The challenge addressed by Sampark is the poverty

Progress to date

in the northern part of the State of Karnataka, in

The program closed with a six-month delay to the

particular amongst communities with large groups of

original plan in order to stabilise the institutional

low castes. Women are especially vulnerable. They

setup of the cooperatives and finish off some work.

need support in order to gain direct control over their

Overall the program was very successful and most of

lives and improve their living conditions.

the goals were achieved. Four cooperatives fully cover
their costs and make significant profit. Four
cooperatives provide sustained financial services
to

their

members

and

maintain

their

profitability since the first year of the program. The cooperatives function largely independently, although Sampark will continue to
closely monitor their activities for some time to
ensure sustainability of the results. More
than 80 percent of the self-help groups are
self-reliant and function independently. Overall
the program was able to scale from 220 selfhelp groups and 3’000 members in the first
family business
d a car for the
se
ha
rc
pu
i
ab
Maradan
year to almost 900 self-help groups covering more
The approach adopted by Sampark, registered in

than 11’000 individual members, a higher number

1991, focuses on enabling poor women in their self-

than targeted. The percentage of self-help groups

driven journeys towards empowerment and self-

accessing a loan increased from 60 percent to over 90

sufficiency. Sampark follows an approach in which it

percent. In order to further scale its work with

plays a facilitating role, allowing local leadership to

cooperatives, Sampark is considering several options

grow. Key interventions include self-help groups,

for trans
forming its current organisational setup,

microcredit, entrepreneur training and health. In

specifically

North Karnataka, Sampark promotes women’s self-

microlending activities.

concerning

the

separation

of

its

help groups through the establishment of independent
women’s cooperatives and through the scale-up and

www.sampark.org

professionalisation of the groups’ microlending. These
activities have been supported jointly by Dalyan and
Volkart Foundation over the last three years with a
view to institutionalise eight women’s cooperatives
and offer refinancing to their microlending activities
through the Sampark Revolving Loan Fund.

Member of self-help group in roti business
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Sarathi

Development Foundation

India (2012 – 2015)

Empowering adolescent girls through community development in Uttar Pradesh
The challenge addressed by the Sarathi Development

of information. The second goal was to provide the

Foundation is the difficult living conditions of

Sarathi team with intensified support for organisational

adolescent girls in India. Adolescent girls are more

development, impact reporting as well as fundraising.

vulnerable, less supported and have fewer choices in

In addition, the network of volunteers (Saloni Mitras)

life than adolescent boys. Many developmental

in the communities was increased and strengthened

problems such as child marriage, infant and maternal

through training and new networking activities. The

mortality, and low education levels could be effectively

Saloni Mitras should become the driving force of

addressed at the root by improving the situation of
adolescent girls.
The approach implemented by Sarathi is based
on a unique method for community development.
It engages communities in identifying and
addressing their own needs with a focus on
maternal and child health, nutrition, adolescent
girl empowerment and education. Sarathi also
tries to systematically link up communities to
existing government programs in all these areas.
Since 1998, Sarathi has successfully implemented

Sarathi employe e raising awarene
ss on maternal health

its approach in rural areas and is now applying this

long-term change in the communities and role models

concept in the urban slums of Lucknow, the capital of

for entrepreneurship and in advocating community

Uttar Pradesh, through the project Saloni. This effort

interests. In view of the eventual exit of Sarathi, Saloni

was supported by a giving circle of ten donors (Giving

Mitras are gradually taking over the role of Sarathi

Circle), including Dalyan. The Giving Circle was

Cluster Coordinators, assuming ownership for the

managed by Dasra, a Mumbai-based NGO, which

Slum Action Planning, managing the slums, and

helps Sarathi scale its project and strengthen its own

ensuring a conducive environment for adolescent

organisation.

girls. Sarathi will remain active in Lucknow covering
the existing 400 slums for a further two-year period

Progress to date

and is currently raising funds for this purpose and for

During 2015 the Saloni project focused on two major

the replication of the Saloni model in an additional

goals. The first goal was to improve the impact on

300 slums.

adolescent girls and to prepare the phasing out of the
Giving Circle and Dasra's support by the end of the

www.sarathidevfo.org

year. To strengthen adolescent girls' empowerment,
Sarathi introduced repeat classes, specific life skills
and vocational training, closer interaction with the
families, and additional meeting platforms and points
25

One Time
Contributions
Door Step School, India (2015)
Education for marginalized children through
mobile classrooms
Rajani Paranjpe and Bina Lashkari started Door Step

Children waiting for class

School in 1989 as an NGO in Mumbai (India) with the
aim of addressing literacy amongst marginalised sections of society. The organisation provides education

Through the various programs and activities, Door Step

and support to the often forgotten children of pave-

School has impacted the lives of more than 350’000

ment and slum dwellers. Many of these

children over the last 25 years. The flagship program of
Door Step School – where Dalyan’s donation has
been directed – is the School on Wheels program
which is based on the concept of a bus designed to
function like a mobile classroom and learning
centre. It also acts as an emergency classroom in
places where lack of space is a constraint. Apart
from conveying reading, writing and arithmetic
skills, educational sessions to instil social skills like
basic hygiene and health are provided as well.
Currently, Door Step School runs five School on
Wheels in five different wards of Mumbai,
thereby reaching out to over 500 children

Teacher Vinita teaching patterns and shapes to children

annually.

street children are not enrolled in school and have
limited access to books and a quiet place to study.
Additionally, many of them are forced to drop out of
school to work or care for younger siblings. With
neither support nor resources at home these
children frequently suffer from very low learning
levels. Door Step School’s vision is to bridge this
gap by using innovative programs that will bring
education to the “door step” of these out-of-school
children and to help them make the transition
back into the mainstream school system and therefore
lead them to a brighter future.
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Family in one of
the tent s distrib
uted by RA K SH
A
www.doorstepschool.org

Sampark/RAKSHA, Nepal (2015)
Emergency relief for earthquake victims
Over 9’000 people lost their lives and hundreds of
thousands lost their homes after a massive earthquake

Family in front of emergency she
lter s

hit Nepal in April 2015. It was the worst natural disaster

A team of 15 people personally delivered these relief

to strike Nepal in more than 80 years. Overnight, a

materials to victims in various parts of Nepal. The

great number of Nepalese became dependent on fast

packages contained basic food items such as rice, oil,

emergency aid for medics and relief materials such as

noodles and salt as well as tents and mats, depending

water and blankets.

on the needs.

Sampark – an Indian NGO and partner of Dalyan (cf.

Dalyan’s contribution also went into the reconstruction

p. 24), which engages in a broad range of developmental

of the damaged Janajagriti Higher Secondary School.

programs – launched emergency relief activities for the

This school, which had originally started off as a small

earthquake victims in Nepal immediately after the

learning centre for 100 children working in stone

disaster had taken place. The funds collected for this

quarries, has become one of the best performing

purpose were channelled through Raksha Nepal, an

schools in the district with more than 1’100 students,

NGO in Nepal with whom Sampark has had a trusted

thanks to the strong support of the local community.

working relationship for many years. Dalyan decided to

Janajagriti School was heavily hit by the earthquake

help the people of Nepal by supporting Sampark’s

and Sampark, along with other organisations, helped

emergency relief program.

rebuild eight classrooms and build new toilets.

Part of Dalyan’s contribution was used to distribute
relief materials to those affected by the earthquake.

www.sampark.org, www.rakshanepal.org

Somangalam (Rehoboth), India (2015)
Reconstructing collapsed well of partner NGO
Rehoboth is an NGO in Chennai which helps destitute

summer, a well which was the main source of water for

mentally challenged women gain economic and social

the shelter dried up. The team had just deepened the

independence in a secure environment. The organisation

well by ten feet to end the water shortage, when the

runs a rehabilitation shelter in Somangalam village,

side walls of the well suddenly collapsed, leaving both

where currently around 60 women live and work.

the farm and the shelter in dire straits. The massive

Between 2010 and 2013, Dalyan supported the

water shortage endangered the survival of plants,

organisation in expanding its farming activities in

livestock and the rehabilitation program as a whole.

Somangalam. The work with cattle, poultry and

However, with the support of Dalyan and other donors,

agriculture proved not only to have a positive impact on

the team in Somangalam eventually managed to

the lives of the women working there, but also brought

deepen and reconstruct the well.

ample yield as they successfully harvested sweet
peppers, eggplants, pumpkins and rice. In early

www.rehobothhome.org
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5

Outlook 2016
As a number of long-term projects came to an end in 2015, we have identified several interesting new
NGO partners with whom we plan to start cooperating in 2016, mainly in the areas of mentoring, microfinance
and livelihood generation.
We have consistently introduced impact measurement procedures to all our new NGO partners in 2015
(Maya, Mentor Together, Chintan and GRAVIS) and we will continue with this practice also in 2016. We feel it
will become increasingly important for NGOs to not only tell anectodal success stories but also to systematically prove the outcome and impact of their efforts at the level of beneficiaries. In supporting NGOs to
professionally monitor and measure the effects of their work, we will have to strike a balance between scientific ambitions and pragmatically dealing with limited capabilities and data constraints. Regardless of the
results, the difficult and complex task of building an impact measurement system by itself, already has the
healthy effect of forcing the organisation and the donor to systematically question what they really want to
achieve and how to measure their achievement. Working with impact measurement tools also pushed us to
formulate more precisely what we as Dalyan Foundation really want to achieve and how we want to measure
our own performance. Hence, we will try to set up our own performance measurement system this coming
year.
Another priority for 2016 will be to increase the transparency and comparability in the NGO ecosystem
in the countries where we work. We recurrently found it difficult to assess if salary levels, cost positions,
success rates and other parameters in an organisation or project were justified or within the norm. We have
therefore decided to set up a data base with all relevant information from our current and past projects
and partners and hope to a build a reliable benchmarking system over time. A number of like-minded donors
are working towards similar goals and we intend to pool our know-how.
Being a small and volunteer-based foundation, we value the opportunity to share experiences and know-how
and join forces with like-minded donors with the same geographical and content focus, such as the
Kiawah Trust and the Volkart Foundation. We strongly rely on opinions and insights of organisations in India
such as Edelgive and Dasra, with whom we jointly support NGO Partners and share resources. We aim to
further build on our network with Indian and international donors.
We want to maintain our close relationship with our NGO partners in 2016 and we will hopefully deliver
added value which goes beyond financial support. This to help our partners become more stable and sustainable and hopefully to act as a reliable and strong companion on their way to reaching their missions.
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Vision

Our
A better balanced World
Chances in life are unevenly spread. Dalyan’s work is driven by the wish to help those who have been less
fortunate. We want to help alleviate poverty trough a culture of sharing, financial support and know-how transfer.

Our Focus
Women and Children

Our Approach
Building strong Organizations

Women and children are the most deprived and

In the fight against poverty, implementation capacity

vulnerable amongst the world’s poor. At the same

is often the biggest bottleneck. Hence, we focus on

time they have the highest potential for improving

supporting and increasing the outreach of partner

the livelihood of their communities. By focussing

organisations with the will and potential to grow and

on their well-being, Dalyan believes it can most

to become strong and broad based organisations.

effectively deliver on its vision.

Request

Our
More Economic Sustainability

Our
Neutrality towards Religion, Race
and Politics

Impact shall persist even after Dalyan has with-

People in need should be helped without imprinting

drawn. Our partners should not just receive short

a religious, racial or political belief onto them, and

term financial support but should be guided towards

people in need should not be excluded from help

self-reliance. They should become increasingly

nor be discriminated because of their religion, race

independent through improved fund raising and

or political belief.

Aim

income generating activities.

Ambition

Our
Cooperation with the Government

Our Challenge
Volunteers

Government is the principal agency to fulfil many

Successful integration of volunteers helps Dalyan

development needs. However, the voluntary sector

create sustainable and cost-effective structures for

can support the state in sharpening its interventions.

impact generation. The fusion of the for-profit and

Dalyan encourages programs which improve the

not-for-profit world and the mix of skill sets greatly

poor’s access to good government services and

enrich our work. We might move slower – but we

foster accountability of the state.

will get further.

and

Opportunity

Dalyan Foundation
Gutenbergstrasse 6
P. O. Box 1974
8027 Zurich
Switzerland
Phone +41 44 289 94 40
Fax
+41 44 289 94 91
Email info@dalyanfoundation.ch
www.dalyanfoundation.ch

